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The authors regret that a software error caused incorrect predictions
for the eﬀects of tidal turbines in Delft3D. The predictions without
turbines are unaﬀected, as are those from the MIKE 3 model. The
overall conclusions of the article remain valid.
Figs. 12–15 as published are incorrect. Replacements for Figs. 12–14
are presented here. Following this correction the diﬀerences in the effects of energy extraction between the two models are much smaller. As

a result the discussion of these diﬀerences in Section 6 should be disregarded, and Fig. 15 is no longer required.
The authors would like to apologise for any inconvenience caused.
The version of the code for adding turbines to Delft3D that is publicly
available has been corrected, and anybody using this for their own work
is urged to download the latest version.

Fig. 12: (a) 400 turbines in the Inner Sound, viewed through the MIKE Zero GUI; (b) The same 400 turbines represented as porous plates for Delft3D.
Higher values of the closs parameter, shown by bluer colours, indicate plates with higher drag.
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Fig. 13: Changes in mean current speeds over 28 days as a result of adding turbines.

Fig. 14: Change in mean bed stress magnitude over 28 days as a result of adding turbines, expressed as a proportion of the value without turbines.
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